1. Do we have carbon neutral/renewable energy goals/policy frameworks?

2. How are we doing w/#8, 9, 10, 12? What's been done to achieve this? pg 3-3

3. On pg 3-3—how are we doing w/fulfilling #12 and #9? (they seem contradictory)

4. After Can you provide the Infill Development Act and a guide summary for everyone?

5. VE-12—how are we doing w/this objective? can we see this @ meeting?

6. Where would policy be placed?
   IS LU-1-e “Annexation Requirements” (open space confrm., etc.) happening?
   Where can we see this?

7. Does LU-2-e exist? Can we see it?

8. LU-4-c “is this happening?” “aff. housing implementation plan”

9. How is LU-11-a going (coordinating w/regional agencies?)

10. How's LU-10—are we reaching our regional 6th6 goals?
**POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS**

Please use this page to briefly list potential improvements to this chapter. These will be recorded to develop the committee's recommendations.

- No improvements needed.

---

**NARRATIVE**

- Aff housing cont...
  - reach our REIHN 11.0 for all income levels
  - identify high opp. areas to build
  - follow surplus lands act
  - permit aff. housing developers to bid first

- prioritize D-3-C in areas w/least tree canopy

- need a policy for green space/park creation and maintenance

---

**OBJECTIVES & POLICIES**

- pg 3-3 — goal re: carbon neutrality in new add to section 3.3 about preserving cultural/ethnic diversity of downtown

- UF12 — add policy re: streamlining S/R for high density mixed-income housing along BRT corridors and Shaw Ave.

- NO policies on green space — add one

- ex. for all residential units of X # of market rate housing, should contribute to build new park

- programs to support L/H homeowners make repairs (ie. new windows, painting, energy stuff)

- if there exist, are they consistently functional and accessible?

---

FRESNO General Plan Implementation Review Committee
**ANALYSIS**

**STRENGTHS**

Pg 3-3 - In reference to #13, Fresno is a leader esp. in CV. and we need to be models to achieve our RTP/GETP, goals; SEMA groundwater conservation goals, RWH goals, etc.

**WEAKNESSES**

- "Avoid over-saturation of a single type of housing, retail, or employment." It seems like we're not achieving this if we become a warehouse city.

**OTHER THOUGHTS**
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